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THE topic of HIV AIDS is hardly the first
thing one would choose to build a musi
cal around Besides being a sombre and

very real issue to many people it is a topic
that continues to be stigmatised and taboo
Which is why it took playwright Mark Beau

de Silva about five drafts before he perfected
the script for Adam the Musical The Actors
Studio s latest and arguably most ambitious
production

It is a very personal issue to so many peo
ple so you can t just say you want to write
about it To people living with HIV AIDS that
is their life de Silva explains adding that he
was initially very intimidated about penning
the script as it was an issue alien to him

I didn t know anyone affected by HIV
AIDS and honestly I didn t know very much
about the issues surrounding the condition

I knew I had to do a lot of research but I
also needed the issue to resonate inside me
says the scribe behind plays like Stories or
Amah and Paper House
To learn about HIV AIDS firsthand de Silva

shadowed the Malaysian AIDS Council team
on field trips to the Drug Intervention
Community in Pahang where the council
runs a needle exchange programme There he

met people afflicted with HIV AIDS as well
as those struggling with drug addictions
Several incidents had a profound

impact on him One bedridden man
he met had six children his wife
worked to support them all Due to
his HIV AIDS compromised immune
system the man had an unhealed
wound in his back He related to de
Silva how he had to wait long hours in
hospitals when he went in for treat
ment as the staffwere reluctant to
handle an HIV patient
In another kampung the

family of a person who had
died from AIDS related
complications was not
allowed to wash the
deceased s body at the vil
lage s tempat mandian
jenazah place to wash bod
ies due to discrimination by
fellow villagers In the end
the village headman had to
build a new location specifi
cally for people in similar sit
uations

What struck me was the
sense of isolation and loneliness
these people feel This is some
thing that we can all relate to on
some level at some point in our
lives that feeling of being seg
regated and alone And yet so
many of them HIV AIDS
patients have such positive
attitudes says de Silva who
decided to use show some of
these stories in his script
So how exactly do songs and

dances fit into the murky sub
ject of HIV AIDS

De Silva explains that he
tackled the script as he would
a play without the music and
humour that is in the fin
ished product

I didn t think about mak
ing it either serious or enter
taining 1 was just writing a
story Director Joe
Hasham then balanced it
out with the lighter ele
ments which really worked
to make the story more
accessible he says
Tabitha Kong who

understudies the lead
female role of Sylvia says
Adam is in fact lightheart
ed in many ways because it

focuses on optimistic and
inspiring moments

There is a very strong
message of prevailing love
and it has a very hopeful tone
In many ways it reflects the
optimistic and positive atti
tudes of so many people who
live with HIV AIDS says the
actress whose has previously
appeared in Tunku the Musical
Broadway Parodies Lagi Lah and
DanSing Thru Broadway
Kong was chosen to share the

role of Sylvia with Maria Yasmin
who couldn t attend this interview
session after she impressed
Hasham during her audition Kong

will be playing Sylvia in about
half the performances

To get into her charac
ter Kong learnt to look at

the people and not just
focus on the disease
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It is important to know that their lives are
so difficult not just because ofHIV AIDS but
because of how their family friends and soci
ety treat them You see the heartbreak they
face

When you start seeing yourself in their
problems you recognise that there are so
many similarities between human beings
Matters of the heart are ultimately the same
she says
The fruit of a year long collaboration

between The Actors Studio and the Malaysian
AIDS Foundation Adam is not your usual
musical with elaborate sets and costumes
Instead it revolves around a small group of
people and their everyday lives which serve
as lenses that focus on the complex issue of
people grappling with HIV A1DS
The production was set into motion after

an initial meeting between Hasham and AIDS
Foundation executive director Bakhtiar
Talhah when it was decided that theatre
could be an unconventional and non preachy
way to raise awareness of HIV AIDS

While taking care to treat the subject
with the sensitivity it deserves the musical
also injects entertainment value to both
engage and educate the audience

Aiming to reach as many people as possi
ble Adam will have a whopping 35 per
formances All proceeds from the show will
go to the AIDS Foundation
The musical features a diverse book of 18

songs by Teng Ky Gan and Lin Chuang Yik
whose previous credits include Broken
Bridges and Tunku the Musical complemented
by Tracy Wong s musical direction as well as
eclectic choreography by Lex Lakshman
Balakrishnan and costumes by Phin
Adam tells the story ofAdam Malik

Taufiq and Sylvia who are about to get mar
ried
When Adam is hospitalised however

Sylvia learns that he is infected with H1V
She rides an emotional rollercoaster as she
tries to deal with the situation with the help
of friends family and strangers who each
share their own stories of life death and sur
vival

Their stories indirectly show the past
present and future of her life if she chooses to
still marry Adam
Ultimately Adam is about our fear of the

unknown and the importance of compassion
strength and love

A tot of people think HIV and AIDS can t
be in my life says de Silva This is the story
of someone who has never met or spoken to
someone with HIV AIDS meeting the issue
head on for the first time

Adam the Musical opens on Wednesday and
will run until June 20 at The Actors Studio@Lot
10 jalan Sultan Ismail Kuala Lumpur Shows
are 8 30pm daily and 3pm on Sundays there
are no performances on Mondays
Tickets are priced at RM60 centre seats

RM40 side seats and RM30 students senior
citizens and the disabled Walk in purchase of
RM30 tickets are available two hours before
showtimes on a first come first served basis

For more information call The Actors Studio
at 03 2142 2009 or the Kuala Lumpur
Performing Arts Centre at 03 4047 9000 or go
to theactorsstudio com my
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